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April 1, 2016– June 30, 2016

Section I
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNTIY

KFI-AM 640 provides its listeners with programming that addresses issues of concern to our local community.  
Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding calendar quarter 
were:

CRIME
During this quarter, several issues in this category were covered including; Mayor Garcetti and Cal Trans announcing a joint venture 
giving a grand to the city of LA to be used only to hire ex-convicts, a shooting at the UCLA campus that initially was reported as an 
‘active shooter’ situation, which put the city on edge, it was later found to be a disgruntled student that shot his professor, and former 
Assistant Sheriff of the LA County Sheriff’s Department, Paul Tanaka being found guilty in a huge jail corruption scandal. 

ECONOMY
This quarter,  California’s decision to raise the minimum wage via the ‘Fair Wage Act of 2016’ was an important issue covered, and 
sparked discussion of jobs being lost due to technology. We discussed how this act would affect everyday families and local 
businesses throughout the state. 

EDUCATION
Several issues this quarter were covered in this category including a fight at a school campus in Sylmar that may have been sparked 
over racial issues, the Obama administration requiring all public schools to allow transgendered students to access the bathroom of 
the sex that they identify with and LAUSD reaching an $88 million settlement in several sexual misconduct cases at two local 
campuses.

TERRORISM
This quarter a terrorist attack at a gay nightclub in Orlando, Florida was covered live as the story unfolded.  We kept listeners aware 
of the latest developments in the situation, and updated the story as we gathered new information.  In the week following the 
conversation of terrorism and public safety went hand in hand, in addition the conversation about access to guns and gun control was 
debated on both sides. 



Section II
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

This section lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station’s issue-responsive 
programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

April 1 & 2 through Week Ending April 9, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Economy John & Ken 4/1 –3pm 30 minutes
John & Ken 4/4 – 3pm 30 minutes
Tim Conway Jr 4/4 – 7:45pm 15 minutes
Bill Handel 4/5 – 7:15am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed California’s decision to raise minimum wage via the ‘Fair Wage Act of 2016’.  The bill would raise the minimum wage in the 
state to $15 by 2020. Discussed how this would impact the economy and several different industries.  

GUEST(S):
Senator John Morrlach
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News 

************************************************************************************

Politics Mo Kelly 4/2 – 6pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Donald Trump made comments about abortion today that are drawing criticism from both Republicans and Democrats, with many 
condemning  his comments and demanding apologies. Pro choice groups are especially upset with what they perceived is him 
approving criminal punishment for women who have chosen to have an abortion. 

GUEST(S):
Vanessa Herron, KFI Editor

***************************************************************************************



Employment Bill Handel 4/4 –9am 30 minutes
4/5 –9am 30 minutes
4/6 – 9am 30 minutes
4/7 – 9am 30 minutes
4/8 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Did a week long in-depth look into some of the best places to work in California, based on Fortune Magazine’s ‘100 Best Places In the 
U.S. To Work For.’  We featured the following companies: VMWare, The Cheesecake Factory, Riot Games, Scripps Health and 
Activision/ Blizzard. Discussed how many employees they have and job perks for each. 

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************
Crime John & Ken 4/6 – 2pm 30 minutes

John & Ken 4/7 – 4pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Former Assistant Deputy Paul Tanaka is convicted of two felonies in a huge jail corruption scandal that involved former Sheriff Lee 
Baca.  Discussed the trial, the conviction and what sentence he’s facing. 

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News
Corinne Zemliak, jury foreperson for Tanaka jury 

***************************************************************************************

Crime Bill Handel 4/8 – 7:30am 30 minutes
Gary & Shannon 4/8 – 11am 15 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Several L.A. County social workers are facing charges in the death of Gabriel Fernandez, an 8 year old boy killed in May 2013 by his 
mother’s boyfriend.  The boy was reportedly known to social workers who are accused of not acting quickly enough in his interest 
after numerous reports of abuse.  Gabriel died a horrific death, and was the victim of torturous abuse for a significant period of time 
prior to his death.  His mother and her boyfriend have been charged with murder in the case and now 4 Social workers involved in his 
case are being criminally charged for their failure to act to save this little boy.

GUEST(S):
Steve Gregory, KFI News

************************************************************************************



Week Ending April 16, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment Elizabeth Espinosa 4/10 – 6:15am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed a local Earth Day event for children happening on April 17th that will feature exotic wildlife, student performances, eco-
friendly games and rides and celebrity guests.  STAR Eco Station and STAR Education are presenting the event with an effort to 
education children about Earth Day, the planet and exotic wildlife.  Last year, more than 30,000 attended the event.

GUEST(S):
Emily Marron, Marketing and Communication Manager. 

************************************************************************************
Technology Bill Handel 4/11 – 9:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed Space X historic landing of their Falcon 9 rocket on a drone barge in the middle of the ocean.  The rocket blasted off 
carrying a payload for the International Space Station and after it disengaged from the payload, the rocket, returned to Earth and 
landed vertically on a barge.  It was the first successful landing of the reusable rocket, previous attempts ended with the rocket 
exploding and being destroyed. 

GUEST(S):
Rod Pyle, Space Expert

***************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 4/11 – 3pm 30 minutes

Bill Handel 4/12 – 7am 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Senator Ted Cruz, presidential candidate joined John and Ken to discuss the run for president. Cruz talked about rumors of his 
infidelity, his opponent, Donald Trump and his plans for issues like immigration and healthcare should he become President.

GUEST(S):
Senator Ted Cruz

************************************************************************************



Media Bill Handel 4/13 – 7am 15 minutes
Gary & Shannon 4/14 – 10am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Kobe Bryant has played his last NBA game ever with the Los Angeles Lakers.  Kobe retired at the age of 37, discussed his career, his 
impact on the team and on the NBA in general.

GUEST(S):
Erin Vermeulen, KFI Sports 

***************************************************************************************
Media Bill Handel 4/13 – 8am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Interviewed Dr. Lucy Jones, former Cal Earthquake Authority spokesman about her role at Cal Tech and the Earthquake Authority in 
helping local citizens get properly prepared for earthquakes in the region.  Dr. Jones is retiring from her role at the Earthquake 
Authority and will be focusing on her role at Cal Tech.  Also discussed with her what it was like to enter a field dominated by men and 
become one of the premier authorities on earthquakes in the world.

GUEST(S):
Dr. Lucy Jones

************************************************************************************

Politics Tim Conway Jr. 4/14 – 6pm 80 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Aired the Democratic Debate between Hilary Clinton and Bernie Sanders live and offered in-depth analysis after the debate was over.

GUEST(S):

Week Ending April 23, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Technology Bill Handel 4/18 – 9am 30 minutes
4/19 –9am 30 minutes
4/20 – 9am 30 minutes
4/21 – 9am 30 minutes
4/22 – 9am 30 minutes



SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
A week long series discussed how technology is changing five key industries and how that will affect the job market for those 
industries.  We focused on the following industries: The service industry, aviation, ground transportation, entertainment and banking.

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************
Economy Gary & Shannon 4/19 – 11am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Sports Chalet, which started locally in La Canada/ Flintridge has announced that they are closing all of their stores, and their website 
is shut down, effective immediately.  Discussed why the company decided to close and why sporting goods stores in general are 
finding a tough time in today’s economy.

GUEST(S):

*******************************************************************************************

Education/ Civil Rights Bill Handel 4/21 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
There’s a heated debate in the country right now over the rights of transgender people and their ability to use the restrooms of the 
gender they identify with.  At a local high school, a transgender bathroom was installed and a group was out in front of the school 
protesting about it.  Students defending the rights of transgender students clashed with protesters from the Westboro Baptist Church.  
The school’s principal defended his student’s actions saying they were defending against hate. 

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Politics Gary & Shannon 4/21 – 12:30pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed the presidential election and the status of candidates.  Donald Trump is planning a campaign headquarters in Southern 
California as the state is poised to be a significant part of the process this year.  Cruz and Kasich are also looking toward California.  
On the Democratic side, Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton are still sparring, and both plan to focus on California in the coming weeks. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************



Media / Health Gary & Shannon 4/21 --  10am 30 minutes
John & Ken 4/21 --  3pm 30 minutes
Tim Conway Jr 4/21 – 6pm 30 minutes 
Aron Bender 4/22 –5am 30 minutes
Bill Handel 4/22 – 7am 30 minutes
Gary & Shannon 4/22 – 10am 30 minutes
Mo Kelly 4/23 –6pm 60 minutes 
Monique Marvez 4/23 – 8pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed the death of music icon, Prince.  News broke at 10am that Prince Rogers Nelson was found dead at his home, Paisley Park 
in Minnesota.  The death appears to have been related to prescription medication, but no final word on that pending an autopsy 
report.  Prince was reported to be sick with the flu the week prior to his death, but others have said that he was dealing with intense 
pain from hip issues and had been prescribed the painkiller Percocet for a significant period of time.  Discussed the singer’s catalog of 
music, and his legacy.  Took calls from listeners about their Prince moments.

GUEST(S):
Morris O’ Kelly, KFI Host
Dax Holt, TMZ.com 

Week Ending April 30, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Politics/ Genocide Bill Handel 4/22 – 8am 30 minutes
Elizabeth Espinosa 4/24 – 7:45am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed the controversy over the recognition of the Armenian Genocide. Each year, the Armenian community has pleaded with 
President Obama to recognize the slaughter of over 1 million Armenians between 1915-1917 by the Ottoman Empire. The federal 
government has not recognized it, but the local school district in Glendale has decided to mark a day as a school holiday in honor of 
those killed, they are the first school district in the country to do so.  In addition, our guest, KFI on The Pulse reporter, Claudette 
Steffanian, attended a local rally to draw attention to the issue. 
 
GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************



Crime Bill Handel 4/26 – 9:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Details on major sting operation involving law enforcement in which police served more than 20 search warrants across LA county in 
the middle of the night.  The operation involved a major drug ring that is involved with selling primarily on Skid Row.  Steve Gregory 
was the only radio reporter allowed to be with police while they did the operation

GUEST(S):
Steve Gregory, KFI News 

***************************************************************************************

Politics John & Ken 4/28 – 2pm 80 minutes
Tim Conway Jr. 4/28 –6pm 80 minutes
Bill Handel 4/29 – 7am 30 minutes
Tim Conway Jr. 4/29 – 6am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Covered the Donald Trump rally in Orange County, where both supporters and protesters gathered to hear the presidential candidate 
speak.  Some people aren’t happy they weren’t able to get into the rally and have been protesting outside the gates. 

GUEST(S):
Steve Gregory, KFI News 

Week Ending May 7, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Racism / Employment Bill Handel 5/3 – 7:15am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Potential interns are suing the Getty Foundation, claiming that their internships were open to ‘non-whites’ only.

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************
Politics Bill Handel 5/4 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Latest primary results, Ted Cruz drops out of the race, leaving only Donald Trump and John Kasich as candidates. Kasich is expected 
to drop out as well, leaving Trump to be the presumptive nominee for the GOP side of the aisle.  

GUEST(S):



***************************************************************************************
Law Gary and Shannon 5/4 – 11am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
California voters may get a chance to fully legalize marijuana for recreational use in the state on the ballot this November.  There’s a 
big push to legalize it and tax it to provide much needed tax funding for the state

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Health Bill Handel 5/5 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
California has raised the age for people to buy tobacoo and vaping products in the state from 18 to 21.  Discussed whether or not the 
move will make a difference in the state, also discussed the punishments for providing those under the age of 21 with those products.  

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Crime Tim Conway Jr. 5/5 – 7pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Kept listeners updated on a police chase situation that involved the 91 freeway and resulted in a huge traffic jam.  Talked to listeners 
stuck in their cars because of it and offered traffic alternatives for those seeking to get around the traffic jam. 

GUEST(S):

Week Ending May 14, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Law Bill Handel 5/9 – 9am 30 minutes
5/10 – 9am 30 minutes
5/11—9am 30 minutes
5/12 – 9am 30 minutes



SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
The Supreme Court is going to decide several major cases next month and we reviewed the 4 major ones expected: affirmative 
action, birth control, abortion and illegal immigration.   Gave the background of each case and what experts are saying the court is 
likely to decide on each. 

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************
Health Bill Handel 5/10 – 8am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed a dramatic rise in autism diagnosis in Orange County and why a study says it may be happening.  Also discussed a study 
that shows e-cigarette poisonings among kids are at an ‘epidemic level’.

GUEST(S):
Jim Keany, President California Remote Area Medical 

***************************************************************************************

Education Gary & Shannon 5/12 – 11am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
A massive brawl breaks out at Sylmar high school has the campus on edge. Discussed what might have led to the fight and how the 
campus is dealing with the aftermath

GUEST(S):
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News 

************************************************************************************

Education / Civil Rights John & Ken 5/13 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
President Obama’s administration has told all public high schools that they must allow transgendered students to access the bathroom 
of the sex that they identify with or face a potential loss of federal funding. 

GUEST(S):

**************************************************************************************



Law / Health Tim Conway Jr. 5/12 –6pm 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
A woman seen in video trying to steal packages from an Alhambra home has been arrested. Rianna Medina was arrested at a 
Rosemead motel and is being held on charges of grand theft. Conway’s show talked about the video, her arrest and whether or not 
the show should help her out by raising money for her bail.  Medina has two small children 

GUEST(S):

Week Ending May 21, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Transportation/ Media Elisabeth Espinosa 5/15 – 6am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
A new study shows that LA is America’s worst city for Road Rage. Discussed the problem of road rage and possible solutions

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Education/ Crime Gary and Shannon 5/17 – 11am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
LAUSD just reached a huge settlement  $88 million in several sexual misconduct cases at two local campuses.  Discussed how this 
story has been lingering for years and how these new settlements and previous settlements are all connected.

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News

***************************************************************************************
Terrorism Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 5/19 – 5am 15 minutes

Bill Handel 5/19 – 7am 15 minutes
Gary & Shannon 5/19 – 10am 15 minutes
John & Ken 5/19 – 6pm 15 minutes
Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 5/20 – 5:35am 10 minutes 
Bill Handel 5/ 20 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
An Egypt Air flight is missing after disappearing from the radar.  Authorities say there was no distress call heard from the plane and 
several experts predict that terrorism was the cause. 66 people were on board the flight from Cairo to Paris. 



GUEST(S):
Alex Marquardt, ABC News
Bryan Suits, KFI News
John Cohen, ABC News terror analyst 

Week Ending May 28, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment Elizabeth Espinosa 5/22 – 6:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
LA Mayor Garcetti’s pet project is the revitalization of an 11 mile segment of the Los Angeles River, stretching from Griffith Park to 
Downtown Los Angeles.  The city needs to be able to pay more than $1 billion over the next ten to twenty years to pay for its share of 
this river revitalization project. This is a lot more than the original prediction of $500 million.

GUEST(S):
Jack Humphreville, City Watch

************************************************************************************

Healthcare / Media John & Ken 5/24 – 2:15pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed the issue of caring for our veterans.  The VA system has been encountering several significant issues, and accusations that 
vets are not being cares for properly within the system. The head of the VA has said that wait times at VA hospitals should be looked 
at like wait times at Disnelyand, a comment that critics jumped on immediately. 

GUEST(S):
Tori Richards, discussing the Chicago Veteran’s Administration 

**************************************************************************************

Crime/ Media John & Ken 5/24 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Actor Bill Cosby has been ordered to stand trial in Pennsylvania in the case of a sexual assault of Andrea Constand, who says Cosby 
sexually assaulted her in 2004.  Cosby is facing three counts of felony aggravated indecent assault against Constand, an employee at 
his alma mater, Temple University. She was the first of more than 50 women who have accused him of sexual assault. 

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News



************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 5/25 – 2pm 30 minutes

Tim Conway Jr 5/25 – 7pm 15 minutes
Handel 5/26 – 7am 15 minutes
Gary & Shannon 5/26 – 10am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Trump rally in Anaheim today and last night in Albuquerque the anti-Trump protesters got violent, so police in the area are keeping a 
close watch on the action down at today’s event. 

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News. 

************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 5/26 – 2:45pm 15 minutes

Tim Conway Jr. 5/26 – 6:30pm 30 minutes
Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 5/26 – 5am 10 minutes
Bill Handel 5/26 – 7am 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders joins the John & Ken show to discuss why voters should vote for him

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Crime/ Employment John & Ken 5/27 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Mayor Garcetti and Cal Trans announce a joint venture giving a grant to the city of LA to be used to hire ex-convicts. Garcetti also 
wants citizens to ‘thank’ felons for serving their sentence and John and Ken suggest listeners send in their thank you notes to felons

GUEST(S):



Week Ending June 4, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime/ Employment John & Ken 5/31 – 2pm 30 minutes
5/31 – 4pm 30 minutes 
6/1 – 2:15pm 30 minutes 
6/2 – 2:30pm 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Mayor Garcetti and Cal Trans announce a joint venture giving a grant to the city of LA to be used to hire ex-convicts. Garcetti also 
wants citizens to ‘thank’ felons for serving their sentence and John and Ken suggest listeners send in their thank you notes to felons

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Health Bryan Suits (in for J&K) 5/30 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Senator John McCain joins the show to discuss the issues surrounding the Veteran’s Administration. The Administration has been 
criticized for poor health care for veterans seeking help, with some veterans dying before receiving the healthcare treatment that they 
so desperately need. 

GUEST(S):
Senator John McCain

************************************************************************************
Media Tim Conway Jr. 5/30 –6pm 30 minutes

Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 5/31 – 5am 15 minutes
Bill Handel 5/31 – 7am 30 minutes
John & Ken 5/31 – 4:15pm 30 minutes 
Gary and Shannon 5/31 – 10:45am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
A gorilla named Harambe has been shot and killed at a Cincinatti Zoo after a child fell into the gorilla enclosure and the gorilla 
dragged the child across a moat by his leg.  The gorilla didn’t seem to be harming the child, but rather in a protective mode, but the 
zoo employees say that they had no choice but to kill him to protect the child.  The child apparently wandered away from his mother 
and ended up falling into the enclosure.  Outrage has sparked on social media, with some wondering why the mother was not properly 
watching her child and criticizing the zoo for the decision to kill the gorilla

GUEST(S):



************************************************************************************

Crime/ Media Gary &  Shannon 6/1 – 10am 60 minutes 
John & Ken 6/1 – 2pm 30 minutes

6/1 – 4pm 15 minutes 
Tim Conway Jr. 6/1  --  6pm 30 minutes
Bill Handel 6/2 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Kept listeners informed of the latest developments in a reported shooting on the UCLA campus.  Initial reports were of an ‘active’ 
shooter shooting on  campus, but later it was revealed that one man shot a professor in his office. During the initial reports, students 
were told to stay away from campus or shelter in place until the situation could be brought under control.  Did constant updates 
between 10am-3pm with the latest developments from KFI News staff on the scene.

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News

************************************************************************************
Week Ending June 11, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime / Law Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 6/6 – 5am 15 minutes
Bill Handel 6/6 – 9:30am 30 minutes
Gary & Shannon 6/6 – 10am 30 minutes
John & Ken 6/6 – 3:30pm 15 minutes
Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 6/7 – 5:15am 15 minutes
Bill Handel 6/7 – 7:30am 30 minutes
Gary & Shannon 6/7 – 10:30am 30 minutes
Bill Handel 6/8 – 8am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Former Stanford University student, Brock Turner was sentenced to just 6 months, after being convicted of sexually assaulting an 
unconscious woman.  He will likely serve less than 3 months in a county jail.  The judge said he considered the fact that Turner was 
‘sorry’ for his crime, that he had no previous convictions and that both the victim and the perpetrator were drunk at the time of the 
attack in handing down the sentence.   Prosecutors had recommended a sentence of 6 years.  Outrage over the short sentence has 
been strong, with many calling for the judge to be recalled from the bench. 

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************



Taxes John & Ken 6/9 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
The city of Yorba Linda is proposing tax water hikes for the city, after information came out that the water district loaned an executive 
$1.4 million to purchase a home in 2007.  The loan has not been repaid and the executive no longer works for the water district.

GUEST(S):
Jeff Decker, Yorba Linda Tax Payers Association

************************************************************************************

Week Ending June 18, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Terrorism Gary Hoffmann 6/12 - 8am 120 minutes
Bryan Suits 6/12 – 11am 80 minutes
Aron Bender 6/12 – 1pm 80 minutes
Bill Handel 6/13 – 6am 120 minutes
Gary and Shannon 6/13 – 10am 80 minutes
John & Ken 6/13 – 2pm 80 minutes
Tim Conway Jr. 6/13 – 6pm 40 minutes
Wake Up Call w/ Aron Bender 6/14 – 5am 30 minutes
Bill Handel 6/14 – 7am 80 minutes
John & Ken 6/14 – 2pm 80 minutes
Gary & Shannon 6/15 – 10am 40 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
KFI provided live, breaking news coverage of the terrorist attack that struck an Orlando, Florida nightclub overnight. A man, now 
identified as Omar Matteen, went into a busy gay nightclub called Pulse with a high powered rifle and shot and killed 49 patrons.  For 
a time he had held several people hostage in the club claiming that he was going to put suicide vests on innocent people. The standoff 
ended after several hours after SWAT entered the club and brought down the gunman.  The gunman also pledged his allegiance to 
ISIS with regards to the attack. Kept listeners informed of the latest developments as the investigation was ongoing.  Brought press 
conferences to listeners live as well over the next several days, as well as talked about the background of the victims and the status 
of those injured in the attack. In addition to information of an arrest of a man in Santa Monica who said he was headed to Gay Pride 
in West Hollywood with an arsenal of guns in his vehicle. 

GUEST(S):
Aaron Cohen, terrorism expert 
Bryan Suits, military analyst
Various ABC News reporters live in Orlando, Florida with updates 
Saddique Mateen, father of shooter in Orlando attack 



Dr. Wendy Walsh, KFI Talk show host
Clint Van Zandt, FBI profiler 

Week Ending June 25, 2016 & June 26-30th
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************



Section III
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 
quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 

----- So Cal Broadcasters Assoc. 000:29 068 

Bullying BYSTANDER REVOLTUION 000:30 009 

Community Involvement WE ARE BROADCASTERS 000:30 019 

Domestic violence Ad Council 000:30 097 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:05 025 

Health & Wellness STAND UP TO CANCER 000:31 018 

LOS ANGELES & iHEART MEDIA SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 027 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 013 

MILITARY AND VETERANS WOUNDED WARRIORS 000:30 009 

Veteran Support SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 029 

Voting rock the vote 000:29 104 

Voting rock the vote 000:30 007 


